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ABSTRACT
The General Purpose Drives organization of ABB Switzerland does not capture sufficient data on
the movement of customer orders through the production process to make efficient decisions on
where to allocate improvement resources, where to focus tactical attention, or how to plan for
subsequent customer orders.
This thesis is focused on development and implementation of a visual dashboard for displaying
production information to enable easier fact-based decision making and improved planning. The
final deliverable is a dashboard, updated daily, which provides information to three main user groups:
1. Project Managers - Show where current open orders are in the order cycle process
2. Process Owners - Report throughput time for each process step
3. Production Planners - Display current factory load and available production slots
After launching the new tool, users can pull up the dashboard and immediately identify which
projects need attention and the status of every order. Additionally, the factory load information is
accessible for all users to reference. Immediately upon implementing the dashboard, the amount of
time it took for the management team to quote an achievable lead time commitment for a new order
was reduced from about two days to a few hours.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem
Currently, the General Purpose Drives (GPD) organization of ABB Switzerland does not capture
sufficient data on the actual movement of customer orders through the production process to make
efficient decisions on where to allocate improvement resources, where to focus tactical attention, or
how to plan for subsequent customer orders. The motivation for this project originated from an
initiative to reduce order throughput time. To remain competitive, the GPD organization must
reduce lead times by approximately six weeks on all three of their product families, but without
actual routing data, it is difficult to decide where to focus process improvement projects. Therefore,
the first step in reducing throughput time is developing a process for measuring, gathering, and
displaying throughput data. After examining the implications of tracking customer orders and
enhancing order visibility, there were several expected benefits around making throughput
information more available and visible, including: quicker planning, reduction in communication
required, and faster tactical reaction.
1.2 Project Objective
The project is focused on ensuring throughput data is being collected, entered into SAP, and then
displayed on a dashboard to enable easier fact-based decision making and improved planning. The
final deliverable is an automated dashboard, updated daily, which provides the necessary information
for three main user groups:
1. Project Managers - Show where current open orders are in the order cycle process
2. Process Owners - Report throughput time for each process step
3. Production Planners - Display current factory load and available production slots
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The dashboard will be used as a prototype tool by the GPD operations team to help the team codify
what the final tool request should include. The team will use the prototype, make revisions, and
eventually place a request with the enterprise resource planning (ERP) software development team to
create a unique transaction within the application which enables order dashboard functionality and
visibility.
1.3 Motivation
The GPD business at ABB produces three medium voltage drive product families. A medium
voltage drive is an electronic system that controls the speed and torque of an electric motor by
varying the voltage and frequency of the electrical power to the motor. These drives are used in
commercial and industrial process control applications.
Figure 1: Medium voltage drive [1]
The market for medium voltage drives is growing at 6.3% (CGAR) [2], and is expected to grow more
as environmental and energy concerns heighten. As the novelty of a medium voltage drive
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diminishes and the product becomes more of a commodity, the expected lead time also decreases.
Medium voltage drives were traditionally used in milling operations, oil and gas, and power plants.
Now, medium voltage drives are being used in pumps, fans, mixers and conveyors [3]. The newer
applications of medium voltage drives are in industries with shorter planning cycles, further
reinforcing the need for shorter lead times.
1.4 Hypothesis
By making the order life cycle process and factory load situation visible and creating reliable visual
dashboards, the operations team of ABB Switzerland can make better tactical, planning and process
improvement decisions.
1.5 Expected Results
Following the implementation of the new business intelligence dashboard, users will be able to
access the dashboard file and instantly see the status of all the orders they are responsible for
fulfilling. Project Managers will be able to use the dashboard to quickly identify issues and plan their
tactical execution. Orders having issues will be highlighted in orange or red. Once an order is
identified as needing attention, the user can access the detailed information to see the reasons for the
unexpected status. Additionally, production planners can access the planning view anytime and
immediately see what weeks need attention and where they will need to adjust the plan. Email
traffic, phone communication, and the use of offline spreadsheets will be reduced. Throughout the
evolution of the dashboard tool, GPD will rely on the dashboard to make decisions. The availability
of useable data will propel GPD to become a more data driven organization. The focus on data will
enable the GPD to make quicker decisions which will lead to more sales and higher profitability.
1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides background on The ABB Group, ABB Switzerland, the Medium Voltage Drives
(MVD) business and the General Purpose Drives (GPD) segment.
Chapter 3 provides a description and analysis of the GPD initial operations including the life cycle of
an order, order structure, applications, and performance management
Chapter 4 explores the current literature on the role of visibility in operations, and challenges to
implementation.
Chapter 5 communicates the approach employed to improve order visibility: redefining the
production process, deciding on the data required, navigating SAP to identify data, closing the data
gaps, using SAP to generate the data, formatting the data in Microsoft Access, automation,
integrating the dashboard with other projects, creating the user interface, and challenges encountered
during the process.
Chapter 6 explains the implementation process of a new visual order tracking dashboard for GPD.
This chapter will also discuss the challenges to implementation.
Chapter 7 will explore the initial results observed from using the visual tools, provide
recommendations for future projects, and discuss final conclusions.
2 Company Background
This chapter introduces the ABB Group, ABB Switzerland, the Turgi location, the MVD business
and the GPD segment.
2.1 The ABB Group
The ABB Group (ABB) was formed in 1988 when the Swedish company Allminna Svenska
Elektriska Aktiebolaget (ASEA) merged with the Swiss company Brown, Boveri & Cie. (BBC). At
the time of the merger, ABB established headquarters in Zurich-Oerlikon, Switzerland where it still
resides today. ABB has become a global leader in power and automation technology with a
significant focus on sustainability and currently employs approximately 120,000 employees in over
100 countries. In 2009, ABB had revenues of $30.97B and net income of $2.9B [4]. ABB has a
matrix organizational structure with one axis being countries or regions and the other axis the five
divisions: Power Products, Power Systems, Discrete Automation and Motion, Low Voltage
Products, and Process Automation. Within each division there are Business Units (BU) and within
each BU there are Global Product Groups (GPG).
2.2 Turgi, Switzerland Operations
Turgi, Switzerland is located about 30km NW of the corporate headquarters in Zurich-Oerlikon,
Switzerland and about 5km west of Baden, Switzerland where ABB Switzerland is headquartered.
The Turgi location of ABB has roughly 900 employees and is home to three GPGs: Power
Electronics, Traction, and Medium Voltage Drive operations.
2.3 Global Product Group, Medium Voltage Drives
Figure 2 depicts where the MVD Global Product Group (GPG) fits in the overall ABB organization.
MVD is under the Discrete Automation and Motion division and the Power Electronics and
Medium Voltage Drives business unit. The MVD GPG is split into two global product lines (GPL),
General Purpose Drives (GPD) and Special Purpose Drives (SPD). My work was in the GPD
segment.
Low Voltage Motors and
Drives (D ) -- GeneratorsDrivs (DLD) (DMMG)
Low Voltage Robotics
Motors (DMLM) (DMRO)
Machines
(DMMA)
Medium Voltage Power Traction
Drives Electronics
Genera Pupose Special Purpose
Drives (GPD) Drives (SPD)
Figure 2: The ABB Group organizational structure
GPD has three products: the ACS 1000, ACS 5000, and ACS 2000. The ACS 1000 was launched in
1997 and thus has a well established sales force and production process. The ACS 1000 product
family is designed to control the speed and torque of 315 to 5000 kW induction motors and for
voltages of 2.3, 3.3, 4.0 and 4.16 kV. It is available with air or water cooling and is the most
customizable of the three products by the customer. The ACS 5000 is newer, was launched in 2005,
and is designed to handle higher power than the ACS 1000. The ACS 5000 was developed for
control of standard motors from 1.7 to 7 MW, up to 6.9 kV. GPD only produces the ACS 5000 air-
cooled; the ACS 5000 water-cooled is fulfilled by the SPD segment. The ACS 2000 is the latest
member of the ABB medium voltage AC drives family, providing reliable motor control for a wide
range of applications. The ACS 2000 product family is designed to reduce the total cost of
ownership by employing high reliability, easy installation and fast commissioning. The compact ACS
2000 can control standard induction motors from 250-1600 kW and 4.0-6.9 kV. The ACS 2000 has
been in development for three years but the first customer unit just shipped in August 2010. Each
of the three products have different expected throughput times, engineering requirements, and
material lead times. The same operations team manages the entire production process for the three
products. With the added complexity of three products, the need for visual management increases as
the team can no longer manage the timelines of multiple projects on an ad hoc basis.
3 Initial State of Medium Voltage Drives' Operation
3.1 Chapter Intro
This chapter introduces the former operations process for the GPD organization prior to process
changes. Described are the work flow, functional groups involved, applications used, performance
management and an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of initial operations.
3.2 SAP Application
Systeme, Anwendungen, Produkte in der Datenverarbeitung or Systems, Applications and Products
in Data Processing (SAP@) is the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system utilized by ABB. ERP
systems have evolved from material requirements planning (MRP) software of the 1960s and '70s,
through manufacturing resource planning (MRP II) of the 1980s, and the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) in the late '80s to the ERP systems of the 21s' century. MRP was mainly
focused on the planning and scheduling of material, where MRP II added an accounting capability.
Furthermore, the CIM systems integrated marketing, research, plant operations with the materials
and accounting capabilities in a database application complete with communication and presentation
tools. Now, ERP systems are often used to manage and execute a business across all core functions
including finance, HR, IT, supply chain, product development, manufacturing, sales, marketing, etc
[5].
ERP systems are essentially large databases which store information on all aspects of a business. The
systems are designed in a modular format but each module relates to the others, therefore promoting
data integrity and reducing redundant entries. SAP organizes the data into predetermined tables
which contain related information from chosen fields. SAP uses these tables to create
"transactions". At ABB, transactions are primarily how the user interacts with the system and where
data entry and modifications take place. Comprehending transactions is important but
understanding the underlying tables and fields is highly powerful for designing solutions in SAP.
Since the 1980s, textbooks have been discussing the poor usability characteristics of ERP systems.
However a recent qualitative interview study at Bentley University has identified the following
usability issue categories:
e Identification of and access to the correct functionality - Specifically, users complained of the
difficulty in navigating the transactions and knowing which transactions to use.
* Transaction execution support - Several users felt that the query tools were extremely
difficult and the organization could have benefitted from hiring experts. Additionally, users
stated that they often exported data to Microsoft Excel to compress the data in order to get
their desired outcome.
* System output limitations - Repeatedly, the difficulty of getting the desired output from the
system was highlighted.
e Support in error situations - Users explained that most error messages were misleading or
insufficient
e Terminology problems - New ERP related terms dominated business discussions and users
had to learn a new language.
" Overall system complexity - Strong user perception of high system complexity. Users stated
that they often had to export data to Microsoft Excel to compress the data [6].
These usability issues are apparent within ABB GPD. Employees at ABB are expected to use SAP
for virtually all aspects of the business including entering orders, storing engineering documentation,
planning production, ordering material, etc. ABB utilizes SAP for both official data storage and day
to day execution. Due to the complexity of SAP, each user may be proficient at using and
understanding a small portion of SAP but may have a limited understanding of how the numbers
work together or how to use SAP to its full capability. Often users have their own offline (out of
SAP) system for managing projects and required tasks because the density of SAP makes it hard to
customize the data and navigate to the desired information. The complexity also limits IT change
requests to the SAP development team. The time and money required to create a new transaction or
user interface in SAP prompts the use of prototypes for verifying the specifications.
Due to the incomprehensible amount of data SAP stores, there are at least five fields with the tide
"Delivery Date". These fields could represent the customer requested delivery date, the committed
delivery date, the planned delivery date, the feasible delivery date, the actual delivery date or several
other dates. Truly understanding what each field represents is important for accurate decision
making. To gain this understanding requires a significant time investment in experimenting with the
tool and utilizing the test environment to see what actions trigger changes in the data.
3.3 Order Structure
When a customer places an order with GPD, the project manager assigns the order a project name.
The terminology used for the entire order is "project". Each project has a unique project number.
Within a project there may be several line items such as drives, spare parts kits, transformers, etc.
For each line item there could be multiple quantities ordered. Once a project is released the
production planners create a unique production order number for each unit which will flow through
the factory. Therefore, two identical drives which are listed on the same project and on the same line
item will have the same project number and same line item but they will have different production
order numbers. Consequently, only the production order number will uniquely represent a single
unit with a specific throughput time.
3.4 Work Flow
When the ACS 1000 was first introduced the volumes were much lower than they are today. In the
late 1990s and early 2000s, GPD was shipping fewer than fifty drives per year. Additionally, at that
time, every project was a uniquely engineered design. The customer requests determined the flow of
work. The current workflow is an evolution of the ad hoc workflow developed early in the product
life cycle. Based on the historically evolved work flow, paired with the highly variable engineering
levels and differing delivery timelines, projects often follow different sequences through the
production process. As a result, it is unclear if different functional groups can work in parallel or
what tasks should be completed before transferring ownership of the project to another functional
group. Detailed process maps have been developed for activities within each functional group but a
standard work flow for how orders and information as passed between functions does not exist.
Moreover, there was an inconsistency among the team concerning the definition of the production
process steps. Three different responses were received when the team was asked what action
marked the start of assembly.
3.5 Process Introduction
The scope of this research focuses on the life of a customer order from entry through delivery. The
main process steps are Order Entry, Engineering, Production Planning, Material Delivery, Assembly,
Test, Final Inspection, Packing, and Shipping.
3.5.1 Order Entry
The Order Execution team receives new order requests (projects) from the sales department via a
shared email mailbox. Projects can be received either in the form of a purchase order (PO) or as a
letter of intent (LOI). In either case, the project managers self-select the ownership of the new
project. Once the project has been selected, the project manager determines if the information
included on the PO or LOI is complete. If the information is complete the project manager then
enters the project into SAP. After the project manager has created the order and entered all the
required information in SAP, he sends the order confirmation to the customer and sales team
indicating that the order has been received and asking for verification that the correct details have
been entered. The customer is then required to send a confirmation back to the project manager.
The order is now "locked" and subsequent customer changes are charged a change fee. At this point
the project manager can release the project or hold the project idle depending on the delivery
timeline. Factory release essentially signals to all downstream functions that the customer has
confirmed the order and the downstream functions can and should begin to work on the project.
After factory release, engineering will begin creating the schematic for the drive, production planning
will plan a spot for assembly and test, and buyers will begin ordering material for the project. Ideally,
once the order is released by the project manager the project flows through the process steps until it
has been packed. Even though the minimum amount of time required for order entry is
approximately one half day, the project manager will usually hold orders for two reasons. First,
customers frequently make changes to a project. 40% of projects have a change request which
requires a change in the parts list or the production process after the project has been locked.
Second, about 85% of the orders received ask for a delivery date which is greater than the
production lead time and the project manager holds the order until the project can flow continuously
through the downstream functions and will not require significant storage after packing. There is not
an exact standard for releasing orders but the project manager will release orders based on
experience and ultimately balance the risk of a change with allowing sufficient time for production
plus a couple weeks buffer.
3.5.2 Engineering
Every project in GPD requires some level of engineering. Still, drives are categorized as
"engineered" or "standard". Even if the drive is completely configured from standard options, the
engineers need to create parts lists and provide schematic drawings for the assembly and test teams.
However, approximately 40% of GPD orders are non-standard, engineered drives. Engineered
drives require more engineering time, especially if the customer is asking for a configuration which
has never been requested before. The engineered drives do not follow the same lead time
expectations but there is still a push to reduce lead times on engineered drives. Engineering is also
required to create the parts list. The responsibility of generating the parts list lies with the
engineering team because often the material requirements stem from the engineered design. Ideally,
the entire engineering function should be complete before the parts are ordered but often the buyers
will order parts with longer lead times prior to the completion of the parts list. This can lead to
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reordering parts and receiving parts which are not needed. Occasionally, all the parts will have
arrived and the assembly teams are prepared to start but the engineering schematics are not complete
and therefore the assembly must be delayed until engineering provides the documentation. This
trend demonstrates the need for a standard work flow.
3.5.3 Production Planning
After factory release, the production planners begin preparing for the physical production of the
project. First, a "FertigungsAUFtrag" (FAUF) or production order is generated from the sales order.
A production order is created for each item on the sales order which will flow through the assembly
facility as a unique unit, often creating several production orders for each sales order. After the
FAUFs have been created, the production planner uses the parts list to create material requests for
each required part. The material requests are handed over to the buyers who will procure the
necessary material. Additionally, the production planner uses the information on factory load,
production order requirements, and committed delivery date to schedule the assembly and testing for
the production order. Units are scheduled for assembly and test for a given week, but the schedule is
not specific to the day or time. Due to the type of cooling (air or water) of the drive and the level of
customization, the hours required for assembly can vary greatly from drive to drive. However, the
time required to test a drive is fairly uniform. For example, water-cooled drives take 2 to 3 times as
long to assemble as air-cooled drives but testing time is about the same. Consequently, assembly
capacity is scheduled based on hours and test scheduling is based on drive units, so the planners have
to manually balance the mix of products to maximize the throughput of the system while remaining
within the capacity constraints. The production planners maintain an offline spreadsheet to create
the production plan since SAP does not provide a user friendly interface for dynamically adjusting
the plan. The planners truly plan in excel and weekly update the most current plan to SAP.
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3.5.4 Material Delivery
After the initial production plan, a buyer orders the project specific material from various suppliers.
Every drive consists of parts originating both from stock material and parts which are ordered
specifically for the project. A method for determining which parts should be in which group is
determined based on demand, cost, lead time and supplier reliability. Parts deemed project specific
will only be ordered after ABB has a confirmed project requiring those specific parts. Starting with
the first material order, until the last part is received at the ABB warehouse, the material delivery time
is the longest portion of the throughput time at approximately twelve weeks.
3.5.5 Assembly
The assembly of the drive is done in a job-shop environment. All the materials related to a specific
drive, including the cabinet, are placed at one of the build locations and the drive remains in one spot
on the factory floor for the entire assembly operation. Typically a team of 2-4 technicians is assigned
to a drive and fully assembles the product. The assemblers must reference printed handouts with
cabling and schematic instructions provided by the engineering team to adapt the assembly process
to meet the specifications of the customer. Additionally, the assemblers reference a printed parts list
to know what material is required. Based on the type of cooling unit and the configuration of the
drive, the assembly time can vary by a factor of 3-5 After the drive is assembled, the production
team lead inspects the drive and confirms the assembly. Once the drive has been confirmed by the
team lead, the drive is scheduled to be moved to the testing facility. All documentation related to
hours spent working on the drive are tracked manually on a sheet of paper which is collected at the
end of the week and the total time spent on assembly is entered into SAP manually by the assembly
team lead.
3.5.6 Test
Unlike the assembly process which is scheduled by hours since assembly times are highly variable,
the schedule for the test facility is at the unit level since testing time is fairly uniform across all
products and configurations. There is a specific number of drive units which can be tested each
week. Each drive goes through a series of routine tests which take approximately one twenty-four
hour day to complete. Based on the results of the routine tests, some rework may be needed.
Additionally, approximately 50% of customers ask for a factory acceptance test (FAT). During an
FAT, the customer comes to the testing facility and watches the routine tests being performed. The
customer also visually inspects the drive and provides any change requests. Even if the drive has a
scheduled FAT, the drive will go through a regular testing session prior to the customer's arrival and
then repeat the same tests with the customer present. The FAT utilizes the same equipment as the
routine tests so resources are consumed that could be used for routine tests. As a result, scheduling
FATs which satisfy both ABB and the customers' availability makes production planning even more
difficult and restricts resources.
3.5.7 Final Inspection
After all tests have been performed and all rework complete, a test engineer will perform a final
inspection on the unit. The final inspection is a detailed audit of the drive, spare parts, and
documentation. By passing final inspection, ABB is signing off that the drive is 100% ready to be
packed and shipped. After completing final inspection, ABB then preps the drive for transport to
the packing facility and the project manager requests a transfer of the drive to the packing facility. A
third party trucking company transports the drive. Another third party does the packing and
therefore ABB internally sees passing final inspection as the completion of the production process.
3.5.8 Packing and Shipping
ABB uses third parties to pack the drives for shipping. Packing is a fairly simple and quick process
which entails securing the drive in a wood crate. Rarely, if ever, is packing the cause of an extended
lead-time or missed delivery. The most critical aspect of packing is having the packing material
available. Fortunately for ABB, the third parties are integrated with ABB's SAP system. Therefore,
the packing companies can see updates in SAP and anticipate when a drive will be arriving to the
packing facility and order material in advance. Additionally, by having the integrated SAP, ABB can
receive information on the packing and delivery status of the drive.
3.6 Data Collection
Ideally, an existing data set of throughput times for each functional group would have been used to
look at the causes of delays and extended throughput times of orders to determine root causes and
drive throughput time improvements. However, GPD collects minimal data on the throughput of
an order during the production process. For example, even though it is possible to find the day the
order was released to production by searching through project manager emails, the data is not
entered or generated in SAP. Therefore, even though the data exists in email it is not accessible to
others in the organization when making decisions. Additionally, GPD is not tracking several
important steps in the process including the day assembly starts or finishes for each drive.
Therefore, it is difficult to determine where to target process improvement projects to reduce the
throughput time.
3.7 Performance Management
The current performance review is not effective at driving root cause improvements for extended
throughput time or missed delivery dates. At the end of every month, the operations team gathers to
look at the performance of the previous month. The metrics include the on-time delivery percentage
and the number of days each delivery was late, not the throughput time. The Head of Order
Execution prepares the data. If a drive was late, he thinks back to what he knows about the order
and assigns the reason to one of 8 broad categories: semiconductors, other material, logistics,
assembly, testing, engineering, product, or other. 60% of the recent order delays had been
categorized "other material" or "other" and 50% of the late orders do not have a comment included
about the details. In the meeting, the team tries to remember what caused the order to be delayed
and they discuss the root causes. Often the team can think of at least one reason the order was
behind schedule and that reason becomes the statistic even if there were multiple issues. In instances
when a comment about the delay is indicated, most of the comments are not detailed enough to
identify the root cause. Additionally, the throughput time is not measured nor is there a standard
throughput scheduled defined. For instance, an order could have taken two weeks longer to produce
than expected, but if the order was released more than two weeks early, the order would not be
reflected in the late deliveries and the reasons for delays would not be captured. Hence, it is
impossible measure the severity of the throughput problems or drive efficient improvement
initiatives.
3.8 Strengths and Weaknesses
ABB has several operational strengths which eased the creation and implementation of an order
dashboard. However there are also operational weaknesses to overcome to effectively implement
such a tool.
Strengths:
e One centralized data management system (SAP)
* Detailed process maps for each functional groups
e Realization of the need for visual tools and improved performance management
Weaknesses:
e No clear handoffs or standard work flow between functional groups
e Lack of comprehensive SAP understanding
e Some critical data not being tracked in SAP
ABB employs one system, SAP, to manage everything from accounting and HR to material ordering
and engineering designs, which provides increased data integrity and reduces the amount of
redundant data to be entered and stored. Frequently, companies have so several different
applications storing data that users are entering redundant information. Also, there is often an issue
with different applications storing different information, causing the need for reconciliation and
merging of data sources. ABB is fortunate to employ one application for almost all aspects of the
business but this causes pockets of expertise. Every user is an expert on the specific small portion of
SAP he uses on a regular basis. Often, the users do not know how their entries affect other data or
what other teams may rely on the data. Obtaining a comprehensive understanding of SAP is nearly
impossible.
ABB maintains detailed process maps of each functional group which clearly define what value each
department should add to the project. Within each functional group the tasks and decisions are well
defined. However, a standard work flow between the functional groups does not exist and projects
may take different routes between the groups. This phenomenon results in confusion, rework, and
extra communication. Also, it is unclear who owns the transitions. For example, a drive must be
loaded on a truck and moved from the assembly building to the test facility and it is unclear which
team owns that transition.
ABB realizes there is a gap in visual tools needed to make fast, effective decisions. The vast use of
offline spreadsheets and email folders as dictators of daily work demonstrates the need for a uniform
visual information tool. Initiating a project to address the gap in business intelligence is a strength of
the operation.
4 Literature Review
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the current literature available the role measurement and visibility in operations
management and the challenges to implementing change.
4.2 Role of Measurement and Visibility in Operations Management
According to Alfred Sloan a "professional manager" manages by fact not intuition or emotion and
performance management is critical to improving a process. Before a process can be improved it
must be measured in quantifiable terms. Additionally, "One of the most important principles of lean
operations is that actual performance, along with expectations, be very visible" [7] .
Use of performance dashboards has been adopted across many industries to alert management when
critical metrics move outside of acceptable ranges to enable real-time adjustments and therefore
improve performance.
Often, the metrics are displayed on an electric or whiteboard so employees can see their
performance. Dashboards have become popular for many reasons:
" "Ability to easily identify and correct negative trends
* Ability to make better informed decisions based on collected business intelligence
* Ability to measure the organization's efficiencies and inefficiencies
e Ability to perform improved analysis through visual presentation of performance measures
* Ability to align strategies and organizational goals"[8]
The banking industry has turned to dashboards to highlight the important metrics and alert senior
management when performance moves outside of the acceptable range. "Green" represents a range
of acceptable performance, "yellow" for watchful caution, and "red" representing a need for
development, execution or ongoing monitoring. Additionally, Financial Service Organization (FSO)
leaders use performance dashboards to transform the mountain of available data into useful
information. "A performance dashboard is the key to instilling a performance culture of
accountability and sound governance with enhanced and efficient decision-making" [9].
4.3 Implementation Challenges
Implementing a new process or technology can be a project itself. Some companies dedicate entire
teams to implementing change [10]. Additionally, it is human nature to prefer the status quo. It is
difficult to motivate change especially when times are good. To alleviate some of the
implementation challenges, involve the organization in the planning and development and keep open
communication [7].
Change management is changing the way an organization operates and the actual change is all about
people. "Without addressing the impact to the users, the process can be very painful [11]".
Implementing new technology can be painful for several reasons:
e Change does not yield anticipated results for the users
e New changes are not represented in a new work flow
e End users were not included in the process from the beginning
* No transition between new and old process
e New technology is designed from a technical perspective and do account for user preferences
* Users only have a basic understanding of how system operates
e Lack of management support
In summation, Blatt argues that the challenges related to implementing a technology change can be
greatly eased if users are involved in the entire change process from the original project assessment
and requirements definition through to the rollout planning and implementation [11].
5 Creating a Visual Tracking Tool for ABB Medium Voltage
Drives
5.1 Introduction
The ultimate deliverable resulting from this research is a prototype tool which provides customer
order information visibility with multiple variants for different user groups. This chapter will discuss
the approach taken within GPD to improve order visibility: redefining the production process,
deciding on the data required, navigating SAP to identify data, closing the data gaps, using SAP to
generate the data, formatting the data in Microsoft Access, automating the data generation,
integrating the dashboard with other projects, creating the user interface, and challenges encountered
in the process.
5.2 Redefining the Production Process
The first step in the process of making the operations process visible is clearly defining the process,
including what specific action marks the beginning and end of each sub step and when ownership is
transferred. For example, do all supplier material parts need to be received before assembly can
start? Or which functional group owns the movement of the drive between the assembly and testing
facilities? The answers to these types of questions had to be agreed upon by multiple functional
groups and helped define the ownership transfers and work flow for production. Luckily, a
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simultaneous project was being driven in parallel with this visibility initiative which was aimed at
creating a production gate model. This gate model would clearly define the tasks for each functional
group and the work flow among the functions. Due to the overlap of the two projects and the
necessity of having a clear process definition to measure the process, the gate model team and visual
dashboard team merged. As part of the gate model process development, several questions were
asked to challenge the status quo. For example:
e In which sequence should the functional groups work on the order?
* Can functional groups work in parallel?
e What standard is followed for releasing orders?
e What tasks have to be completed to pass a gate?
e Who is responsible for the transportation of the product between steps?
The agreement on the answers to these questions helped shape the new production work flow. Prior
to these discussions the team frequently started ordering material before engineering was complete
and a partially assembled drive could be moved to the testing facility. Through the gate model
development, the team aligned on the expectations of the order life cycle and the expectations of the
functional group interactions. As a result of several cross-functional meetings the team agreed on
the workflow pictured in Figure 3. The new process consists of 9 gates. Each gate contains a list of
5-10 checklist items which must be completed before the project can move to the next functional
group. The team agreed that none of the functional groups should be working in parallel, but since
the initial process allowed engineering and production planning to work in parallel, the team agreed
on a gradual change towards the new process. Furthermore, the teams agreed that assembly can not
start until all material arrives and a drive will not be moved to the testing facility until assembly is
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fully complete which is contrary to the current practice. Getting the organization to agree on the
production work flow was the first step in making in the process visible.
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Figure 3: Gate model diagram
5.3 Deciding on the Data Required
After the process had been clearly defined, it was necessary to determine what data was necessary to
collect and generate for display. Since one of the goals was to build a visual timeline of the orders
moving through the fulfillment process, we needed to decide what time stamps should be gathered
and how granular the data should be. Additionally, we needed to obtain or generate the current and
planned factory load information to display the current status of the factory. We took into
consideration what information was available, and what information would be useful to the users to
determine what information should be displayed on the dashboard.
Deciding what data would be included on the final dashboard was an iterative process. Originally a
wish list was created of all brainstormed information which might be desired to include in a
performance dashboard. Decisions were made later to drop some of the data because the data was
thought not to drive decisions or it was too difficult to capture accurately and not critical. Two of
the major pitfalls in creating performance dashboards are incorporating too much information and
including information which is not accurate [12] so it was important to select information which is
actionable and reliable.
Using the gate model as a guide, and the information that drove management decisions, we decided
on twenty five data points to be displayed on the dashboard: eleven used for order identification and
fourteen containing throughput information to be displayed on the dashboard. Order identification
information is data which defines the order, such as the project name, sales order number, line item
number, etc. These are often the fields used to search for an order or sort a list of orders. The
process information is the data about the order status or performance of the order, such as material
order date, assembly start date and final delivery date. For most of the fourteen fields associated
with the process status of the order we needed to collect both the planned and actual data. For
eleven of the fourteen fields containing process status information it made sense to capture both the
planned and actual date of the timestamp. Figure 4 and 5 list all of the order identification and
process information included on the throughput dashboard and they explain what the information
represents. For the count of missing material acknowledgements and the count of missing material
items, a planned metric does not make sense so the field always reflects a count of how many are
missing. Zero is the goal for both of these metrics. Additionally, there is not an actual date available
for receipt of all the acknowledgements. Therefore, the total number of fields displayed on the
dashboard is twenty five - eleven for order identification and fourteen for process information per
production order.
Name assigned to the project
8 digit number usually starting "110" which identifies
entire order
Either invoice or production position on the order
confirmation
Unique identifier for a specific production unit
Simplified project number representing the product line
1 or 0 if the project is configurable from standard options
or not
SAP Number of the person who opened the sales order
in SAP
Date the production planner has entered for FAT
Date the Project Nbnager has entered in the order details
for drive to be internally complete
Delivery confirmation date on order confirmation
Purchase order date
Figure 4: List of order identification information for throughput
dashboard
confirmation to the customer (PO Date)
Date the FAUF should be created (Delivery Date minus
9, 11 or 15 weeks depending on configuration)
Date the buyers should place the material order (FAUF
Generation Date)
NA
Planned date for all acks to be submitted (Order date
plus 14 days)
Maximum date of material delivery requested by the
production planner
usie ine project manager sent me oroer connrmation to
the customer (Document generation date)
FAUF generation date
Date the buyers starts ordering the materials (MIN
supplier PO date)
Count of missing acks
NA
Maximum confirmation date received from suppliers
-. MISSing Material NA 291 Count of missing project specific material
AH art ar aailble17 Maximum date of material delivery requested by the MAX invoice date on goods received for project specific
poduction planner material
Assemby Start 18 Date entered in SAP as the scheduled start date for 31 Date entered into SAP as the start date of assemblyassembly
Assembly End 19 Date entered in SAP as the scheduled completion date 32 Date entered into SAP as the completion date offor assembly assembly
A d est Start 20 Date entered in SAP as the scheduled start date for test 33 Date entered into SAP as the start date of test
Finish Test 21 Date entered in SAP as the scheduled completion date 34 Date entered into SAP as the completion date of testfor test
Finish Final 22 Date the order should be ready to go to packing (Delivery Factory Scan to move final drive into finished goodsinspection date minus 1 or 2 weeks depending on configuration) stockroom
Fuliliment date 231 Committed Delivery Date 36| Invoice Date (ownership transfer)
Figure 5: Process inforrnation for throughput dashboard
It was determined that all data for the order visibility dashboards needed to be generated frorn SAP.
The team had enough personal experience to decide that relying on data which would be humanly
entered would most likely cause gaps in the data and delays, which would prevent the real time
decision making benefit.
5.4 Navigating SAP to Identify Data
Once we had decided on the thirty six data points to track and display for each project, we needed to
figure out if the data were already being collected in SAP and which field in SAP mapped to the
exact data point we were looking to gather. Using SAP to generate tables of desired data requires
extensive knowledge of the SAP infrastructure and how the company utilizes the SAP tool.
Frequently, we discovered that although ABB did not necessarily track a specific action explicitly,
there was an action which generated an acceptable data point proxy in SAP. For example, we
planned to track the date when the drive passed final inspection, however there is no field in SAP for
tracking the time when final inspection is completed. Nevertheless, once final inspection is
completed, the test engineer prints a document to travel with the unit to the packing facility and the
date that document is printed is generated and automatically stored in SAP. We use the date this
document is printed as a proxy date for the actual final inspection completion. Figure 6 and Figure 7
show into which categories the thirty six data points fall.
" Explicitly tracked- Data that can be pulled directly from SAP without manipulation and will
be directly displayed on the dashboard
e Calculated from explicitly tracked data - Data that can be calculated from data which is
directly stored in SAP. For example taking the minimum or a count of entries.
* Proxy tracked - Data which can be explicitly pulled from SAP or calculated but represents a
date which is closely related to the desired timestamp. For example, the date the order
confirmation document is generated in SAP is the proxy date used for the date the order
confirmation is sent since the actual email sent date is not tracked in SAP.
* Field exists but not tracked- Data which has a field available is SAP but is not being filled in.
For example, there is a field in SAP for actual assembly start date but it is not being used and
this information is not being captured by SAP.
* Not tracked and no field - Data required for the dashboard but not being tracked by SAP
and a field does not exist for this information. For example, the invoice date of a specific
production order is not available in SAP.
Type Dashboard Heading X tInformation Colleted from SAP
Project Narn*
Number_2
FAMJF 4
I.
0
Engineered Option 6 Proxy Tracked
F3 Project Manager 7 Proxy Tracked
FAT Date 8 M
Readiness For 9
Commnied Delivery 1
Date to Custorner
Order Initiation Date |11
Figure 6: Categorization of order identification information
Type Dashboard Heading Information Collected from SAP
# Planned # Actual
Order Confirmation --2 24 Proxy Tacked
FAUF Generation 13 Proxy Tracked 26
Order material from 14 Proxy Tracked 26
suppliers
Missing Supplier AciI NA
All Supplier 15N
Maximum Materl 23 7conermoon
Missing Material NA 2
AlF Parts are avaiable 17 de
Astemblysart 18 th
t e Assembly ad End 19 s
Test Start 20 3
En a Finish Test 21
would r in s 22 Proxy Tracked sfar Proxy Tacked
Fulfillment date 23
Figure 7: Categorization of process information
5.5 Closing Data Gaps
Four of the data points we desired to track for every project were not being colected in SAP initially:
assembly start, assembly finish, test start and test finish. The team agreed this data was critical
information for planning and tactical decision making. Even though a process change would be
required to make this data available in SAP, the team agreed this data was necessary. We evaluated
three options for gathering the assembly and test timestamps: barcode scanning, manual real time
entry and weekly manual entry. Barcode scanning would be the most reliable and real-time but it
would require some capital investment or new software. Real-time manual entry would require the
assembler to have a computer at his workstation. The primary factory set up did not include
computers at the workstations and obtaining computers would have slowed the dashboard
implementation process. After evaluating the options we decided the easiest process change to
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implement with acceptable reliability was weekly manual entry. This process change required the
assembler to track the date assembly started and finished on a sheet of paper. The assembler was
already tracking how many hours of work had been applied to the unit but we added additional
requirements for completing the assembly data sheet. At the end of each week when the assembly
team lead entered the working hours for each drive into SAP he also entered the start and finish
dates for the drives. This process change required agreement from the assembly functional team and
training for the team members. Additionally, we had to work with the SAP team to ensure the
process change would not impact other critical processes. Ultimately, the process change was
implemented and the assembly and test timestamps are explicitly captured in SAP.
ABB defines the actual fulfillment date, or the delivery date, as the date of the final invoice. Since
delivery marks the end of the throughput time calculation, the goal is to retrieve the actual invoice
date for each individual drive. However, one of the data points required to calculate the actual
invoice date of a single item was not being entered into SAP and a field did not exist for this data.
The lowest granularity for an invoice is an entire line of a purchase order. Specifically, if a line has N
drives listed, all N drives are tied to all invoices related to that line of the purchase order. Therefore,
it is not possible to invoice the drives individually. As a result, even though the actual invoice dates
are explicitly tracked in SAP we needed to create a way to tie the invoice line item to each individual
drive represented by a single production order number.
Two possible options were evaluated for relating invoice position and production position in SAP.
First, we consulted with the SAP team to understand what would be required to make changes to the
SAP infrastructure. We asked about adding a field to SAP which would somehow tie the two
positions together. We discovered that changes to SAP are costly, time consuming, and often
require an extensive approval process. Second, we looked for unused fields which we could employ
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to capture the information. Ultimately, we needed to consider the SAP table structure and find an
open field we could use which was in a table where either the production position or invoice position
already existed.
We found an unused field within the VBAP table, "VBAP-POSEX". The VBAP table already
included the sales order number "VBAP-VBELN" and the production position in the field "VBAP-
POSNR". "VBAP-POSEX" was a blank field in the GPD SAP environment. By entering the
invoice position into the field "VBAP-POSNR" we could tie the invoice position to the production
position and ultimately retrieve the invoice date. The query logic of obtaining invoice date by adding
the purchase order line item to the VBAP table is depicted in Figure 8. Since the production item
number and invoice item number would now exist in the same table, a query could be created to
return the invoice date. To retrieve the invoice date, a link must be created between the VBAP table
and VBFA table on sales order and invoice position. Also, this query requires a link on invoice
number between the VBFA table and BKPF table. Therefore, by providing the sales order number
and production order position to the SAP VBAP table, the VBAP table will pass the VBELN and
POSEX values to VBFA. Then VBFA will pass the VBELN to the BKPF table field BELNR.
Ultimately, the SAP query will return the CPUDT value which is the invoice date September 9, 2010.
VBAP VBFA BKPF
VBELN 11064188 > VBELV 11064188 BELNR 24906752
POSNR 000110 POSNV 000010 CPUDT 29.09.2010
POSEX 000010 VBELN 24906752
VBTYPN M
OUTPUT
VBAP-VBELN 11064188 Sales Doc
VBAP-POSNR 000110 Production Pos
BKPF-CPUDT 29.09.2010 Invoice Date
Figure 8: Logic for obtaining invoice date from new POSEX field
5.6 Using SAP to Generate the Data
The most efficient way to retrieve data from SAP is via queries. It is possible to use standard
queries, table queries, or personally developed quick viewers. Either way, queries allow you to pull
specific data from specific tables. The difficulty is finding out what table the data is in and how the
tables relate to one another.
By changing the process to collect and enter the assembly start date, assembly end date, test start
date, and test end date into SAP, paired with the new process for obtaining the invoice date, all of
the thirty six data points now fall into 3 categories: explicitly tracked, calculable date, and proxy data.
We followed a similar yet slightly different process for obtaining the data points for each of the three
categories of data.
5.6.1 Explicitly Tracked Data
For data which is explicitly tracked in SAP we looked for which transactions displayed the desired
data and followed the data back to the table and field where it is stored. Data which is explicitly
tracked is the easiest to retrieve and use. Once the table and field are determined the data can be
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easily filtered, formatted and exported. We exported all the data to one Microsoft Excel workbook
with a separate spreadsheet for each query.
5.6.2 Calculable Data
For data which required a calculation or multiple data points within SAP we followed a similar
approach used for explicitly tracked data. We located all the data which was necessary for the
calculation and navigated SAP to discover which table and field housed the data. After finding all
the necessary data we experimented with table relations to create an appropriate query for extracting
the data. Even though it is possible to perform calculations in SAP using the ABAP programming
language, we chose to extract the explicit data and perform the calculation in a follow-on application.
5.6.3 Proxy Data
Some of the data we desired was not explicitly captured in SAP but an appropriate proxy was being
tracked. To capture this proxy data we first experimented in the SAP test environment to ensure the
data was an appropriate representation of the desired data. In the test environment we simulated
various possible scenarios for each data point to certify the proxy as an acceptable data point for
various situations. Next, the same process used for explicitly tracked data was employed to export
the data to excel, with the required data manipulations performed outside of SAP.
5.7 Formatting the Data Using Microsoft Access
Having identifying a method for obtaining all the necessary data from SAP, the data now must be
formatted and transformed into a data set which can be the basis for the dashboard. The ultimate
goal of the visibility initiative is to have a real time dashboard of project throughput and factory load
information within the SAP environment to maximize user value and guarantee data integrity.
However, making modifications to SAP is expensive, time intensive, and requires SAP experts. Due
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to the large investment and SAP modification required, an alternative application was chosen to
develop a prototype. Based on user familiarity and functionality, two applications were evaluated to
execute the dashboard, Microsoft Excel@ (Excel) and Microsoft Access® (Access). Excel was
attempted first but the amount of manipulation required to transform the dataset would entail using
several macros which could be avoided by using Access. Additionally, the amount of data involved
would soon exceed the capability of Excel. Therefore, even though users are more familiar with
Excel, Access was chosen to house the dashboard.
Using the Excel based data exported from SAP, links were created to an Access database. This way,
whatever data is present in the Excel spreadsheets will be reflected in the Access outputs. Since it is
difficult to manipulate and select for the specific data in SAP, the raw data exported from SAP
includes full tables of information, often with extra data not required for the dashboard. It is
necessary to pare the data and aggregate the required information on one table which will populate
the dashboard. To accomplish the data refinement, multiple select queries were created within
Access to transform the data. The select queries are used to select only the required data from each
of the exported SAP tables. For example, a standard output in SAP includes the following
information on every part ordered for a specific production order: the date the part was ordered, the
quantity ordered, the acknowledgment code from the supplier, the date requested by ABB for
delivery, the date committed by the supplier, etc. However, only the minimum order date, the sum
of missing acknowledgements and the maximum request date from ABB is desired. A select query is
required to choose the data desired from one table and create a new table with preferred data.
5.8 Automation
Since the dashboard is designed to rely on data pulled from SAP but is not directly linked to SAP,
there is a need for refreshing the data on a certain reasonable time schedule. Ideally, the data would
refresh real time, but since the data is being sourced from SAP and manipulated in Access, the initial
process requires manual data retrieval by running several queries and exporting the reports to Excel.
During the SAP research performed earlier in the process, a program named Process Runner
licensed by Innowera was discovered which can automatically run queries in SAP and export them
for use. We investigated the feasibility of employing this program to refresh the data needed for the
dashboard. The SAP maintenance team continues to work with Innowera to develop a solution for
applying the automated Process Runner capabilities to the SAP data retrieval process.
5.9 Integrating With Other Projects
Simultaneously with the visibility dashboard project, the GPD organization was developing a gate
model for the operations process. The gate model deliverables include a formal project work flow
for orders moving between functional groups and detailed checklists within each functional gate.
The gate model team was not only tasked with developing the process but also for creating a way to
track the checklist completion and project status. The gate model project aimed to track
approximately 100 data points about each project. The original gate model vision did not utilize SAP
and would require project managers to manually enter all the information concerning a project into a
file outside of SAP. However, several of the data points desired by the gate model team overlapped
with the data already being collected for the dashboard, so it made sense to link the files and share
the information. Both projects would require order identification data such as the project name
and sales order number, but the gate model checklists also tracked information regarding special
testing required, the file name of the schematic, and gate owner comments which are not included in
the dashboard and would still need to be entered manually. By utilizing the process established by
the dashboard initiative to generate data from SAP, export it to Excel and manipulate it in Access,
the gate model team could leverage the data already being pulled. Since both projects were
concerned with gathering data about project status and creating an application for users, the decision
was made to combine the projects and deliver one user interface using both data sets. The
integration of the two projects would reduce the work for the stakeholders and ensure the data was
consistent between the two initiatives.
5.10 Creating the User Interface
To maximize usability, and ultimately operations performance, the team aimed to make the tool as
reliable, easy to access and user friendly as possible, allowing users to see the dashboards and also
update the gate model checklists. The main user interface (Figure 9) is a form in Access using pop-
up buttons for navigating to different forms. Following is a list of the links available from the main
form:
* "Project Manager View (PM)" navigates to the Project Manager View (Figure 10 and Figure
11) customer order dashboard which is the main dashboard for project manager to see
throughput status of all open projects
* "Overview of All Projects" opens the entire gate model overview
* "Search and View by Project" allows the user to utilize drop down menus to navigate to the
gate model information for a specific project, project manager, order number, production
order or gate owner
* "Sort Project by Gate" opens another form allowing the user to select a gate number. All the
projects currently which have passed the prior gate but not passed the gate selected will
populate in the gate model view
* "Kai Evaluation" navigates to the planning view dashboard (Figure 12)
* "Data Import" runs a series of select and action queries and other macros which update all
the SAP data and tables within Access
Figure 9: Main user interface (left: actual; right: English translation)
5.10.1 Project Manager View
The Project Manager View, which is the main dashboard, provides a status overview of all the open
projects for which GPD has responsibility for fulfilling. An open project is defined by the team as
any project which has been opened in SAP but has not been fully invoiced. Each line in the Project
Manager view represents a production order. Users can navigate to the Project Manager View to see
the status of every order in GPD on one screen. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the Project Manager
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dashboard which appears by clicking the "Project Manager View (PM)" button on the main user
form.
Figure 10: Partial project manager view dashboard (remainder of
dashboard shown in Figure 11)
The following bullets describe the information provided in each column of the Project Manager
View dashboard:
" Project Name: Displays the name of the project created by the project manager and the
main way of identifying a project internally. The project name turns orange if the project is
at risk of missing the delivery date. Specifically, if the order is scheduled to deliver less than
seven days before the committed delivery date. The project name will be highlighted red if
the order is expected to miss the delivery date.
* Sales Doc#: Displays the sales document number. A unique number for identifying an
entire project.
0 SO Item: Displays the item number on the production order
e Order: Displays the FAUF or specific production order number relating to a single
manufactured unit
" Product: Displays the simplified name of the product
" Project Manager: Displays the identification number corresponding to the project manager
with responsibility for the corresponding project
* Eng: Displays a "1" if the project is engineered and is blank if the project is configured from
standard options
* FAT: Displays the scheduled customer acceptance test date stored in SAP
* Readiness for Packing: Displays the date the unit must pass final inspection and be ready for
packing in order to meet the committed delivery date to the customer
* Committed Delivery Date: Displays the date ABB has committed to deliver to the customer
* Order Initiation: The purchase order date
* Order Confirm: The date the project manager sent the order confirmation to the customer
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Figure 11: Project Manager View (remaining fields)
e FAUF Generation: Displays the date the FAUF or production order was created in SAP
* Material Order: Displays the date the first material order was placed for the corresponding
production order
* Missing Ack: Displays how many material purchase order line items are missing an
acknowledgment from the supplier for the corresponding production order
" All Acks: Displays the date all acknowledgements should be received based on the contract
terms with the supplier
* Missing Mats: Displays how many material purchase order line items have not been received
by ABB
* All Parts Available: Displays the planned or actual maximum date that all material should be
received by ABB
* Assembly Start: The planned or actual date the first value add activity started on the
manufacturing floor
* Assembly Finish: The planned or actual date the team lead verified the assembly of the drive
* Test Start: The planned or actual date the routine test were started
* Test Finish: The planned or actual date the drive complete routine tests and all associated
rework
* Final Inspection: The date the drive was prepped to be transferred to packing.
* 601 GM: The date the drive was invoiced, indicating the delivery date to the customer
Rows highlighted in red represent a unit which will miss or already has missed the committed
delivery date to the customer and a row highlighted in orange is within seven days of missing the
delivery date based on the current planned completion date. Additionally, the user can see what
steps in the process the order has completed and date stamps for each transition. If the information
in the cell is populated with black text, the field represents an actual metric. If the text in the cell is
presented in gray text, the field represents the planned date, either because the order has not reached
that step in the process or the data has not been captured in SAP. If the field is blank the unit has
not completed the corresponding step in the process and planned data is not available for that
process step and unit combination.
5.10.2 Planning View
The planning view is based on the thirty six data points derived from SAP, manipulated in a way to
express the factory load. By using the planned assembly start date, planned assembly end date,
planned test start date and planned test end date for each project, the data can be aggregated to
count the number of drives planned for assembly and test for each upcoming week. Additionally
using the standard hours required to build each unit, an aggregate factory load can be created
showing how many hours the production planners have scheduled for each week. A similar view has
been created in SAP but with two drawbacks. First, the SAP version cannot account for projects
which have not been released to production. As stated previously, the project managers are expected
to wait to release orders until 12 to 16 weeks before committed delivery, so ~50% of known orders
are not reflected in the SAP version of factory load visibility. Second, the SAP version does not take
capacity into account. The aggregate factory load view in SAP simply shows the amount of hours
scheduled per week. The new planning view allows the user to view the planned assembly hours for
the upcoming weeks and the number of drives (converters) planned for testing compared to capacity
constraints for the factory and testing facilities. Figure 12 is a partial snapshot of the Planning View
(normalized for confidentiality reasons). Slot reservations represent the hours required for orders
which are slotted for a given week but the order has not been released to production. Cells
highlighted in red identify weeks when the schedule exceeds capacity.
Production Planning
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2011 2 1000/ 15% 15%
2011 3 100% 68% 68%
2011 4 100% 29% 29%
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Figure 12: Modified Production Planning View (normalized for
confidentiality)
For weeks where the scheduled work exceeds capacity, the Head of Order Execution in conjunction
with the production planners needs to move orders between weeks to remain within the capacity
constraints. Deciding which orders to move up in the schedule is not a trivial task. The team
discussed the criteria for moving orders to earlier weeks. The main reason why orders are not started
early is because customers frequently make changes to a project. 40% of projects have a change
request which requires a change in the parts list or the production process after the project has been
locked. If GPD releases an order early there is higher risk of a change being requested before the
drive is delivered and rework may be required. However, over the fourteen year product life cycle,
the GPD organization has learned which customers are likely to submit changes to their projects.
Therefore, the first guideline developed for moving orders instructs project managers to move orders
to earlier weeks for customer who typically do not submit change requests.
Next, is the concern of potential new orders being placed and not having open capacity. Even for
weeks when the scheduled capacity does not exceed the available capacity it may make sense to move
orders to earlier weeks. By moving orders up in the schedule, GPD improves their ability to accept
future new orders. Looking ahead to future weeks, when should current orders be moved up to fill
open capacity in earlier weeks and allow for potential new orders to have production space in
subsequent weeks? A news vendor heuristic was developed to model this decision. The news
vendor model is a traditional model simulating a onetime purchase similar to a news vendor at the
beginning of each morning purchasing newspapers [7]. The critical fractile (CF) which in this
instance represents the desired service level of accepting new orders, is the cost of a lost order (CJ
divided by the cost of a lost order plus the cost to move up a risky order (CD. The cost of moving
up a risky order is comparable to the cost of overage in a traditional inventory setting. A risky order
is an order with reasonable potential to have a change request associated with it.
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Since the cost of losing an order is an order of magnitude higher than the cost of moving up an
order, the service level is close to 100%. Therefore, every effort should be made to move up an
order if there is a risk to losing a newly placed order. Thus another required calculation is needed to
determine when there is a risk of losing an order.
Xw = percent of factory capacity reserved in week W
1 - Xw = percent available factory capacity in week W
Cw = capacity in orders for week W
UN,w = expected number of new orders received over N weeks starting in week W
N = number of weeks to assemble and test a drive
For instance, if X 20 = 0.6, 60% of factory capacity is reserved in week 20, therefore 40% is still
available. In this instance, U4,20 would be the number of orders GPD expects to receive over 4
weeks starting in week 20.
Yw = (1 - Xw)Cw = available capacity in orders for week W
Dw = UN,w + Z- = Minimum desired available capacity
Assuming UN,W follows a normal distribution then Z is the relationship between the location on the
normal distribution and the critical fractile CF. Dw represents the minimum desired available
capacity to keep open to allow for new orders to be placed and fulfilled with the minimum necessary
lead-time.
If Dw > Yw move orders up in the schedule N weeks
This equation instructs the planner to move an order currently scheduled in week W to the week N
weeks earlier if any capacity is available. After moving an order away from week W the available
capacity (Yw) will increase. The planner should continue to move orders up in the schedule until the
available capacity in week W (Yw)becomes greater than the minimum desired available
capacity (Dw). This will reserve space in week W for new orders which have not yet been placed.
5.11 Challenges Creating the Dashboard
Most of the challenges encountered while creating the customer order dashboard revolved around
finding all the relevant information in SAP and integrating the dashboard information with the gate
model. It is possible that with more time, more dates could have been included in the scope and
fewer proxy dates would be needed. Also with more time to complete the project or more SAP
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experts involved, the process for retrieving the data from SAP can be simplified. The limited
availability of SAP experts hindered the speed and simplification of the dashboard infrastructure.
The most significant factor in reducing the amount of time required to identify and retrieve the
desired fields in SAP is having detailed knowledge about SAP. Including IT experts on the
dashboard development team will greatly improve the simplicity of the dashboard database and
therefore reduce the effort required to update the information. Integrating the SAP data with the
gate model also posed a significant challenge due to the complexity of the order hierarchy and the
variability in data sources. Overall, combining the interfaces was advantageous for the users but
required significant background programming to merge the data while maintaining data integrity.
Initiating the two projects together, with the same development team would have alleviated rework
and redundant efforts.
6 Implementation of Visual Tracking Tool at ABB
6.1 Chapter Intro
This chapter explains the implementation process of a new visual order tracking dashboard for the
ABB Switzerland GPD segment, and discusses the challenges to implementation.
6.2 Refreshing the Dashboard Data
The goal is to fully automate the refreshing of dashboard data. However, at the time of launch the
dashboard had not been fully automated. To refresh the data requires some manual effort. The 36
data points require 10 reports to be generated in SAP and exported to Excel. Once the reports are
refreshed in Excel, any user can open the Access database file and use the main screen pop up
button to import all the updated data. Clicking the "Data Input" button pulls in the newly exported
data from SAP, updates all the tables and queries, stores the new data, and the dashboard reflects the
most recent information in a matter of seconds.
6.3 Implementation Execution
Since SAP is the main data repository and all the data contained in the dashboard originates and is
stored in SAP, the risk associated with implementation is low. If the Access database generated from
the SAP data crashes, or if someone accidentally erases information within the dashboard application
there is no risk of losing information permanently. All the data can be generated again from SAP
and there is no risk of altering the main data source. Also, at the time of launch the users were often
relying on redundant offline applications, usually individually created Excel spreadsheets, to
determine their daily tasks. The users were encouraged to continue using the offline files and
maintain the redundant information during the launch. The new dashboard tool will replace the
offline spreadsheets, but there is minimal risk in using both methods for daily execution during the
initial ramp up phase. Due to the low level of risk with implementation, the Microsoft approach to
product launch was employed. Microsoft typically launches a new product and asks the users to
identify improvement opportunities. Similarly, the goal was to launch the dashboard application
(integrated with the gate model) as soon as possible and let the users discover the need for revisions.
Consequently, the dashboard became available to users immediately after it was functional and the
team members received basic training.
6.4 Challenges to Implementation
Even though the risk of affecting customers was low, the process of implementing a process change
is time consuming and difficult. Launching early and allowing the users to discover the issues
enabled more issues to be resolved and resulted in achieving a more robust model earlier, but new
process adoption can be slow. Immediately after launch, there were access issues to resolve,
questions on responsibilities to answer and behind the scenes database merging to debug. On the
first day of launch, some users were not able to open the application because they did not have
access to the folder where the application was stored. This was easily fixed by contacting the owners
of the folders and asking for access to be granted to new users. Additionally, even though all the
users had been trained there were questions regarding the exact information displayed in each of the
columns of the project manager view. Users suggested incorporating the definition of the data in the
dashboard by displaying the definition when the user hovers over the column heading. Additionally,
users requested specific sorting capabilities be added. We employed a function in Access, "Database
Splitter," to split the dashboard database into two parts. Splitting the database separates the tables
and queries from the forms and allows the users to customize the forms while keeping the tables and
queries combined. This way, users can alter their individual interface with the dashboard.
7 Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Chapter Intro
This chapter explores the initial results, recommendations for future projects and final conclusions.
7.2 Initial Results from Using the Dashboard
Prior to the implementation of the order tracking dashboard, most of the operations team within
GPD maintained offline spreadsheets with specific order information which dictated his day to day
activities. The trust level around the accuracy of data in SAP was low and this drove frequent phone
calls and emails to verify information. This order tracking dashboard will only be utilized if users
trust the information and regard the dashboard as the most accurate data set. To achieve the
maximum benefit from the new dashboard requires a culture shift - from relying on offline
spreadsheets, phone calls and emails to maintaining accurate information in SAP, continuously
improving the dashboard and ultimately using the dashboard as the official source of information. A
cultural change is happening but there are obstacles. The shift towards utilizing the tool is highly top
down driven. At first, using the tool is slower for the users than using their personally created tools.
Also, the tool initially requires more work for the user. These drawbacks are delaying the full
adoption of the tool. Until all functional groups use the tool, the benefit the dashboard provides is
minimal. Therefore, it will take the users a while to realize the full benefit.
As expected, the first adopters of the new tool were the users who were involved in the
development. Therefore, involving more users in the development process will speed adoption and
increase usability. For the users who have adopted the new tool, the dashboard functions as
intended. It is now possible to see the status of all the open projects on one screen with data
updating twice a week. Project managers can pull up the dashboard and immediately identify which
projects need attention and what projects are on schedule. Additionally, the factory load information
is accessible for all users to reference and make lead-time and planning decisions. Management and
planning teams can now see the aggregate picture of the load for the current and future weeks.
Immediately, upon implementing the dashboard, the amount of time it took for the management
team to quote an achievable lead time commitment for a new order was reduced from about two
days to a few hours. Management is able to see the future factory load plan in one snapshot and
allocate remaining hours to new projects.
Four months after launch, users have indicated the following benefits from using the dashboard
application:
e Reduces the time required to identify problems with a project.
* Reduces the amount of phone and email communication required.
e Allows faster decision making.
e Enables seeing what tasks other people have completed.
7.3 Recommended Future Visibility Projects
Establishing a GPD organization dashboard for sharing and displaying information was an important
first step to managing throughput time. Next the GPD organization can continue to gain value from
the dashboard by pursuing future projects. Once the dashboard tool has been fully adopted, goals
can be developed for the throughput time of each gate. The team can use those goals to govern the
production flow. Monthly meetings may well be established to review the throughput metrics
compared to the goals and identify the root causes of delays. By having the data on throughput time
and comparing to the standards for each gate, the team can better choose where to focus
improvement projects which will target the root cause of extended throughput times and late
deliveries.
In a year, after this entire new measurement and improvement system has been codified, the GPD
team should apply for an order visibility dashboard to be added to SAP. Integrating the dashboard
with SAP is the ultimate goal and this will allow for maximum data integrity and availability. Also,
this tool will then be maintained and updated by the dedicated SAP team which will enhance the
support offered for the tool.
7.4 Other Operational Recommendations
To compliment the added visibility, GPD could entertain other related operations projects to
minimize throughput time. GPD could benefit from the following initiatives:
" Re-evaluate safety stock levels
* Entertain adding suppliers for material currently single sourced
* Enforce service level agreements with suppliers by tracking and charging the cost associated
with delays
e Implement a routing system for order status identification
7.5 Conclusions
To remain competitive, GPD needs to reduce lead times on all three GPD products. The first step
to reduce lead times is to measure throughput times and compare the actual times to a standard work
flow schedule. By capturing the throughput performance and making it visible the organization can
make efficient decisions on where to allocate improvement resources, where to focus tactical
attention, and how to plan for subsequent customer orders. The work presented here demonstrates
the development and implementation of a visual dashboard for displaying production information to
enable easier fact based decision making and improved planning for the GPD segment. The final
deliverable is a dashboard, updated daily, which provides the necessary information for three main
user groups:
1. Project Managers - Shows where current open orders are in the order cycle process
2. Process Owners - Reports throughput time for each process step
3. Production Planners - Displays current factory load and available production slots
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After launching the new tool, users can pull up the dashboard and immediately identify which
projects need attention and see the status of every order. Additionally, users can access the planning
view and instantly see where the production plan requires adjustment. Immediately, upon
implementing the dashboard, the amount of time it took for the management team to quote an
achievable lead time commitment for a new order was reduced from about two days to a few hours.
Going forward, it is recommended the team continue to refine the tool, create performance metrics
and use the data generated from the tool to govern the production process. Upon codifying the tool
requirements, the GPD team should request dashboard functionality be incorporated in SAP for
customer order and factory load visibility.
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